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Cantina's
Money

Items

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-46-11096

Cantina
Boy

2007-02-27
00:00:00

This mod changes the old gold. It
puts a better texture on high poly
meshes. I got tired of the old gold
stacks so I made messy ones. You
also have the choice to make them
silver and mixes of both. I know
this has been done before but I
wanted them messy. Cha...

CB's Dwemer
Coins

Items

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-46-11140

Cantina
Boy

2007-03-24
00:00:00

This mod changes the old Dwemer
coins to new ones. See the screen
shots.

2007-03-09
00:00:00

This mod changes the old keys to
new color coded to type of key, like
red are the imperial blue are
common ext. See the screen shots
for more info. I had to replace all
the keys in the game, so this mod
will conflict with any other mod
that changes a key.

New Keys

CB's Better
Bodies v1.0

New default
icon

New
Miscellaneous
Art v1.0

CB's Boomstick
Demo

Martilahivan

Items

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-46-11117

Cantina
Boy

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-10-11286

Cantina
Boy

2007-06-05
00:00:00

I always thought that the woman’s
underwear didn’t cover enough, so
I made new ones and made the
men’s longer also. They are
supposed to look like swimsuits,
but I don’t know. This is made so
you can take all your clothes off
and go swimming, with out striping
all the way ...

Miscellaneous http://mw.modhistory.com/download-53-11141

Cantina
Boy

2007-03-24
00:00:00

This changes the old default icon to
a new one see the screen shot.

2007-03-31
00:00:00

This mod changes some
miscellaneous art. It makes some
new magic icons, inspired by Rob
B.’s Alternate Enchanted Item
Icons, a good mod. The second
thing adds some new crosshairs,
that look the same as the magic
icons but smaller and partly clear,
so they don’t get in the...

2007-04-17
00:00:00

This is just a demo. You get one of
the four guns I’ve made. You get
the downgraded version of the
blunderbuss I made. You just get a
dumb little gun. The full version
will have a quest to get them. You
will also be able to upgrade the
guns in the full version (I Hope).
Hope you like the gu...

2007-11-22
00:00:00

Some guns I made after the
blunderbuss. See the screenshots.
This mod adds a island and
guns.There isn�t any story. Sorry I
wonted to put clothing, hats and
pirate stuff but it was taking to
long and I needed to get done, so
here it is. I redid the mesh and
texture as you can see from my old
on...

Bodies

Miscellaneous http://mw.modhistory.com/download-53-11160

Weapons

Weapons

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-98-11192

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-98-11657

Cantina
Boy

Cantina
Boy

Cantina
Boy

